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Decisions: the Importance of Target Trial Emulation
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Target Trial Emulation in HTA RWD Submissions: A Best Practice Not Embraced – Methodological Challenge or Manufacturers' Reluctance?



• I am employee and shareholder of GSK
• My experience with RWD / RWE is primarily for regulatory approvals (initial and/or 

additional indications post-market) and/or post-approval comparative safety studies at 
GSK and another large pharmaceutical company

• My intent today is to describe experience and lessons applying target trial emulation to 
RWE intended for regulatory submission
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Outline

Why target trial 
emulation 
matters

Good design is 
more than a 
target trial

Examples and 
concluding 
thoughts
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Target Trial Emulation: Not New, But Greater Awareness Today
Specify the trial you would have done, if you could, before designing your RW study

Seven Target Trial Protocol Components
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Estimand Framework & Target Trial Emulation: A Similar Purpose

An estimand is a 
precise description of 
exactly what you want 
to find out

Eligibility 
Criteria

Outcome
Treatment 
Strategies

Proper 
Outcome 
Definition

Causal 
Contrast

For comparison of target trial & estimands frameworks see  J. Chen et al. “Estimands in Real-World Evidence Studies” https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.00190.pdf

What’s Missing from the 
Estimand Framework? 

Baseline confounders & 
Specifying Time Zero
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Why Use Target Trial Emulation When Designing RWE? 

Image from Schneeweiss S & Schneeweiss M. JID Innovations 2023;3:100226. See also Hernan MA et al. J Clin Epi 79:70-5, 2016

Many examples of self-inflicted bias in RWE by misaligning time zero*



Comparison drug, 
vaccine, treatment 

strategy

Exclusion period 
w/o study drug, 

vaccine or 
treatment 
strategy

Exposed to drug, 
vaccine, treatment 
strategy of interest

Cohort 
Start

Specifying the Target Trial (the minimum elements)
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Everyone’s Doing It (Not Well)…Only Fools Rush In?
57% of 200 studies (2020-2022) aiming to emulate a hypothetical target trial failed to 
describe and/or report their target trial specifications
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RWE Designed to Emulate A Trial Works
Conclusions are similar, contingent on trial design elements & fit for purpose RWD

16 RCTs were well emulated in 
design and measurement by RWE

16 RCTs were more difficult to 
emulate by RWE, due to patient 
selection during run-in phases or 

treatment counter to clinical practice

Our concerns are real world, 
however, as are our research 

questions

Design the hypothetical, 
pragmatic target trial
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A Detour: An Applied Design and Data Feasibility Framework
The target trial is one step in designing a ”good” real-world study

2019 Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics

2021 Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics

2023 Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics



The SPIFD2 Framework provides a step-by-step principled process for RW design & data 
selection with improved usability and transparency 

Source: Gatto et al, CPT 2023

SPIFD2
Steps 

Step 1: State the research aim, question, and objectives
1a: Overarching research aIm 

1b: Research question

1c: Primary objective(s)

Step 2: Describe the hypothetical target trial 
2a: Conceptual definition

2b: Target trial definition 

Step 3: Describe RW emulation of the hypothetical target trial 
Step 3a: Best-case operationalization under routine clinical care

(See SPIFD2 Table S2 for potential confounder identification)

Step 4: Identify a fit-for-purpose dataset
4a: Minimal criteria for valid operationalization in RWD source

4b:  RWD minimal criteria ranking with regard to uniqueness and importance

4c: Detailed data source feasibility assessment findings and summary heat map

4d: Practical considerations

Step 5: Document final RW operationalization, rationale, validity concerns, & approaches to 
address these concerns
5a: Final RW operationalization in STaRT-RWE

5b:. Rationale for final operationalization of RW study design element or variable

5c: Validity concerns related to RW operationalization, selected RW data source and/or study design

5d: How these validity concerns are/will be addressed

The SPIFD2 Framework
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Facilitating causal inference requires a principled approach to study 
design following scientific best practices 

Conceptualizing the target trial facilitates robust operationalization of 
key study elements

Published tools and downloadable templates aid in critical decision-
making and enable reproducibility and evaluation

Detailed documentation and registration prior to implementation 
enables trust

✓

✓

✓

✓

Scientific Feasibility: Key Principles
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External Control (Comparator) Arms Post-Approval Effectiveness Study

Two Examples Relevant to Regulatory and HTA Decisions
Applying Target Trial Emulation to the Use of RWD

Compares a group of subjects receiving the test treatment with a group of 
patients external to the study, rather than to an internal control group consisting 

of patients from the same population assigned to a different treatment. 
Compares through benchmarking or patient-level w statistical adjustment.



External Control (Comparator) Arms 
Using RWD



When using RWD for an external control, the target is an actual trial

Treatment Arm External Control Arm

Outcome Outcome

Patients selected from a 
different source population to 
the clinical trial treatment arm

Follow-up frequency and 
duration, and clinical care may 

be different

Outcome type & assessment 
methods may be different

Treatment administration & 
compliance measures may be 

different  

An Externally Controlled Trial

The validity of external comparator patients will depend 
on how exchangeable the external control group is to the 

clinical trial patients 

When creating an 
external control arm, 

potential bias is 
addressed by emulating 
the treatment arm of a 

single arm (or 
randomized arm) trial 

wherever possible

Comparability to trial 
population: similar 

patient selection, key 
variables measured, 

measurement is 
emulated or translated 

to real-world
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Example 1: Single arm clinical trial (the “target”) with an ECA

Why single arm clinical trial 
study design? 

• Disease with high mortality
• Rare disease
• High risk for complications 

with standard of care 

Single Arm Clinical Trial (New Cancer Therapy) 

Natural History Study  (Standard of Care)

Targeted therapy
• Stage II/III chondroma 

diagnosis
• Age<10 years
• No prior treatment  

Study treatment initiated within 60 days of 
diagnosis, administered for  6 months

End of follow-up
• Loss to follow-up
• End of study period
• Death

Study  Outcomes
• Progression free survival
• Overall survival 

Most patients in clinical practice have 
surgery 4-6 months after diagnosis

End of follow-up
• Loss to follow-up
• End of study period
• Death

Study  Outcomes
• Progression free survival
• Overall survival 

Surgery
• Stage II/III chondroma 

diagnosis
• Age<10 years
• No prior treatment 
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Example 1: Emulate Elements of the Actual Trial Using RWD 
Protocol component Single Arm Clinical Trial (the Target Trial) External Control (Comparator) Arm using RWD
Design Multicenter single arm trial assessing the efficacy of targeted 

therapy in pediatric patients with stage II/III chondroma
A real-world external control evaluating the effectiveness of 
surgery in pediatric patients with stage II/III chondroma (for 
benchmarking or statistically adjusted comparison to single arm)

Eligibility criteria Pediatric patients aged <10 years newly diagnosed with stage 
II/III chondroma without prior treatment 

Pediatric patients aged <10 years newly diagnosed with stage II/III 
chondroma without  prior treatment

Treatment strategies Targeted therapy Surgery

Treatment assignment Patients received targeted therapy treatment strategy Patients received surgery treatment strategy as part of standard of 
care (SOC). Adjustment of baseline confounders and informative 
censoring through different analytic methods.

Treatment implementation Treatment initiated after study enrollment Treatment initiated after diagnosis based on SOC

Follow-up Follow-up starts at time zero, when an individual is assigned to 
the treatment strategy 

Follow-up starts at time of diagnosis of stage II/III chondroma 
which does not correspond to treatment assignment (the cloning, 
censoring and weighting approach is used to adjust for immortal 
time bias)

Censoring Loss to follow-up, study withdrawal, end of study period  Loss to follow-up, end of study period 

Outcomes Disease progression and death from all causes  Disease progression and death from all causes 

Causal contrast Intent-to-treat-effect (effect of being randomized to treatment 
strategies at baseline regardless of whether the individuals 
adhere to them during follow-up)

Intent-to-treat-effect (effect of receiving one of treatment strategies 
regardless of whether the individuals adhere to them during follow-
up)

Estimand Difference in progression free survival and overall survival 
between treatment arm and the ECA

Difference in progression free survival and overall survival 
between treatment arm and the ECA
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Cloning, censoring, or weighting to minimize bias 

Immortal Time

Targeted therapy

Surgery

Index Date: 
Start of Treatment

Day Y - DeathDate of Surgery

Day Y - Death

Grace Period: 180 days

– Index date: Diagnosis 
Date

Clone 2: Surgery

Clone 1:Targeted therapy

Clone 2: Surgery

Clone 1: Targeted therapy Censored on the date of surgery

Censored on date of start of 
targeted therapy

Patient A

Targeted therapy

Surgery

Patient  B

Conventional analyses looking at 
treatment vs surgery are prone to 

immortal time bias

• A cloning approach can minimize the potential for 
immortal time bias

• IPCW adjusts for the informative censoring 

More than the target trial: different analytic strategies to adjust for immortal time bias
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Example of One Analytic Approach

Maringe C et al. Reflection on Modern Methods. Int J of Epidemiology 1719-1729, 2020



RWE for Post-Approval Effectiveness



Example 2: Maintenance vs. Active Surveillance for Recurrent 
Ovarian Cancer Management
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Second line 
treatment + 

Active surveillance

Second line maintenance therapy 
(and subsequent lines)
• Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 

( PARP) inhibitor (niraparib, 
Olaparib, rucaparib)

Diagnosis of 
ovarian cancer

First line treatment
• Surgery
• Chemotherapy

Active surveillance (close monitoring)

First line maintenance therapy (purpose to 
delay disease recurrence/progression)
• Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 ( PARP) 

inhibitor (niraparib, olaparib, rucaparib)

Progression/Recurrence

Describe outcomes in patients with recurrent ovarian cancer treated with 2L maintenance therapy 
(MTx) or under active surveillance (AS) post completion of 2L therapy

RL Coleman et al. Real-world overall survival in second-line maintenance niraparib monotherapy vs active surveillance in BRCA wild-type patients with 
recurrent ovarian cancer.. JCO 41, 5592-5592(2023). DOI:10.1200/JCO.2023.41.16_suppl.5592

https://doi.org/10.1200/JCO.2023.41.16_suppl.5592


Example 2: Specifying the target trial and inclusion criteria 

Protocol component Target Trial Emulated trial using RWD

Design Randomized trial Cohort study with real world follow-up

Eligibility criteria Women with recurrent ovarian cancer who had 
completed 2 lines of platinum-based treatment 

Women with recurrent ovarian cancer diagnosed who had 
received 2 lines of  treatment

Treatment strategies 2L maintenance therapy or active surveillance 2L maintenance therapy vs. active surveillance

Treatment assignment Patients were randomly assigned to either treatment 
strategy (maintenance therapy or active surveillance)

Patients not randomly assigned to either treatment strategy. 
Randomization emulated via cloning of patients in both 
arms

Treatment 
implementation

Treatment initiated soon after randomization following 
completion of 2L treatment 

120 days grace period after end of 2L treatment 

Outcome Death from all causes  Death from all causes 

Start of follow-up Started at randomization which corresponded to 
treatment assignment 

Started at end of 2L treatment  which does not correspond 
to treatment assignment

Censoring Loss to follow-up, study withdrawal  Loss to follow-up, end of study period 

Causal contrast Intent-to-treat-effect Intention-to-treat effect

Estimand Difference in overall survival between the two treatment 
arms 

Difference in the overall survival among patients assigned 
to each treatment strategy 

RL Coleman et al. Real-world overall survival in second-line maintenance niraparib monotherapy vs active surveillance in BRCA wild-type patients with 
recurrent ovarian cancer.. JCO 41, 5592-5592(2023). DOI:10.1200/JCO.2023.41.16_suppl.5592 21

https://doi.org/10.1200/JCO.2023.41.16_suppl.5592


MTx-maintenance therapy,1L-first line treatment, 2L-second line treatment, TTNT- time to next treatment, OS- overall survival 
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Example 2: Patients are followed from completion of 2L treatment
Index date is defined as the last date of the 2L non-maintenance treatment

– 01 Jan 2011

– Study Period

– Death, last date of contact, 
or end of study period

1L Treatment 2L Treatment

– Disease 
progression 

– Advanced ovarian cancer  
diagnosis

Baseline Period 
Apply exclusion criteria

Define patient characteristics

Follow-Up Period
Overall survival estimation

1L MTx Treatment

Active Surveillance

Index Date

Active Surveillance

2L MTx Treatment

120 days used to define cohort 
(i.e., MTx or active surveillance)

OS

– 31 May 2022

RL Coleman et al. Real-world overall survival in second-line maintenance niraparib monotherapy vs active surveillance in BRCA wild-type patients with 
recurrent ovarian cancer.. JCO 41, 5592-5592(2023). DOI:10.1200/JCO.2023.41.16_suppl.5592

https://doi.org/10.1200/JCO.2023.41.16_suppl.5592


• A tool specifically for reporting target 
trials is not available (ROBINS-I, a 
tool to evaluate potential for bias, is)

• Most researchers designing RWE are 
not trained as trialists

• Effort to create a target trial protocol / 
outline may seem inefficient

• TT emulation isn’t a fail-safe, nor does 
it address self-controlled or test-
negative designs in vaccines

• FDA, EMA, NICE are explicit about 
value of TT emulation

• Good study design, data & study 
reporting frameworks are available

• TARGET (TrAnsparent ReportinG of 
observational studies Emulating a 
Target trial) guideline in development

• Training is available on causal 
diagrams, e.g., directed acyclic 
graphs (DAGs)

Enablers Barriers

Concluding Thoughts: Yes, Use Target Trial Emulation
Factors relevant to promoting target trial emulation
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A credible RWE study requires good design plus the right data and execution


